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A NEW APPROACH TO THE SLIDING MODE CONTROL
DESIGN: ANTI–LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM AS A CASE STUDY
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In this paper we introduce a new approach to the sliding mode control design based on orthogonal models. First, we
discuss the sliding mode control based on a model given in controllable canonical form. Then, we design almost orthogonal
filters based on almost orthogonal polynomials of Müntz-Legendre type. The advantage of the almost orthogonal filters is that
they can be used for the modelling and analysis of systems with nonlinearities and imperfections. Herein, we use a designed
filter to obtain several linearized models of an unknown system in different working areas. For each of these linearized models,
corresponding sliding mode controller is designed and the switching between controls laws depends only on input signal.
The experimental results and comparative analysis with relay control, already installed in laboratory equipment, verify the
efficiency and excellent performance of such a control in the case of anti-lock braking system.
K e y w o r d s: sliding mode control; orthogonal model; controllable canonical form; anti-lock braking system

1 INTRODUCTION

Sliding mode control [1, 2] is a popular approach to the
robust control of systems with parameters uncertainties
as well as highly nonlinear systems. The principal goal
of the sliding mode control technique is to force a system state to a certain prescribed manifold, known as the
sliding surface. Once the manifold is reached, the system
is forced to remain on it thereafter. When in the sliding
mode, the system is equivalent to an unforced system of
lower order, which is insensitive to both parametric uncertainty and unknown disturbances that satisfy the matching condition. The main drawback of the sliding mode
control (SMC) is the requirement of a discontinuous control law across the sliding surface. In practical systems
this leads to a phenomenon called chattering. Chattering
involves high-frequency control switching and may lead to
excitation of unmodelled high-frequency system dynamics. Chattering also cause high heat losses in electronic
systems and undue wear in mechanical systems.
Most of the SMC techniques proposed in the literature have been developed mainly based on the statespace model with the assumption that all state variables
are measurable or on the input-output model for a linear
system. In paper [3], the robust controller based on internal process model and sliding mode control concepts is
proposed. A model-based sliding mode controller for extensible continuum robots is developed in [4]. The similar
approach, but for the HDA-plant, is presented in [5]. One
interesting example of model-based control is described
in [6], where the novel sliding mode controller is based on
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model.

On the other hand, in some control problems we are
allowed to access only the inputs and the outputs of the
nonlinear plant. This is where the multiple model-based
control frameworks can be very attractive for nonlinear
control problems since it is capable of not only utilizing this robust control technique for nonlinear systems
but also applying it for unknown systems. The concept
of multiple models with switching has received considerable attention in recent years since it simplifies both the
modelling and the controller design [7]. If a system which
needs to be modelled is complicated, there is no guarantee that any given global representation will approximate
system equally well across all space. In this case, the dependence on representation can be reduced using local
approximation where the domain of system is divided into
local regions and a separate model is used for each region
[8]. In paper [9], a multiple discrete quasi sliding mode
control scheme is proposed for a general class of nonlinear discrete time systems, where the self-organizing map
is employed to divide the state space into local regions.
The model of certain working area of system can be
also described by n-th order transfer function using orthogonal filters. New methods for obtaining orthogonal
functions and their applications in the field of engineering have been the subject of intensive research of authors of this paper. In [10, 11] we presented a new method
for designing orthogonal rational functions using specific
transformations in complex domain and derived a necessary mathematical background. We also presented a new
method for obtaining models of continuous dynamical
systems based on these orthogonal functions [12]. Practical realization of derived orthogonal filters is very simple
due to factorized form of orthogonal functions and they
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are very fast, robust and precise. They are also very convenient for application of gradient methods in optimization and adaptation problems because of their feature to
speed up existing (classical) control algorithms.
In this paper we go one step forward and use developed Müntz-Legendre almost orthogonal filter to improve existing sliding mode control technique by building linearized local orthogonal models of the plant to
be controlled. It is well known that effectiveness of control method is closely related to model accuracy. On the
other hand, the orthogonal models, characterized by corresponding transfer function, cannot be directly used in
control algorithm. It was pointed out that due to the differentiable features of the object, the orthogonal models
have to be transformed into modified controllable canonical form and then used as plant in the design of sliding
mode control.
To verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed approach, we apply it to anti-lock braking system,
characterized by strong nonlinear and uncertain characteristics. ABS is an electronic system which monitors and
controls wheel slip during vehicle braking, helping secure
stopping of the vehicle. The main objective of designed
controller is to provide the best adhesion of a wheel to
a surface while keeping the wheel slip ratio at desired
level. We have performed experiment with relay controller
and results are compared with those obtained by proposed sliding mode control using the almost orthogonal
filter. The experimental results show that proposed control algorithm gives better system performances in terms
of smaller stopping time and lower tracking error. It is
also shown that higher number of models provides better
control features, of course with the price of higher complexity and cost of designed controller.

into two subspaces [17]. The first m-th order subspace is
autonomous with stable eigenvalues, while the second one
depends on control signal and it is of (n− m)-th order. In
that way, sliding mode control can be developed in this
subspace providing in that manner the stability over the
whole system. Further, the theoretical background of this
method is given briefly [17].
Let consider the system (2) and let assume that some
coordinate

y1 = h0 x , h0 = h01 , h02 , . . . , h0n ,

(3)

is controlled variable, while it is assumed that pair (A, b)
is controllable and (h0 , A) is observable. To reduce (2)
to the modified controllable canonical form, we can start
with desired model representation given by
(i)

y1 = h0 Ai x , i = (0, 1, . . . , l − 1) ,
(l)

y1 = h0 Al x + h0 Al−1 bu .

(4)

Now, let introduce notations
ẏi = yi+1 , i = (1, 2, . . . , l − 1) ,
ẏl = h0 Al x + h0 Al−1 bu .

(5)

The system consisting of the first l equations in (4) can
be solved with respect to l components of the vector x.
Enumerate x so as to make these l components constitute
a vector
(xl )⊤ = (xn−l+1 , . . . , xn ) ,
(6)
then

2 SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF A LINEAR
SYSTEM WITH FINITE STABLE ZEROS

Let consider n-th order plant with m finite stable
zeros described by the following transfer function
W (s) =

P (s)
bm sm + bm−1 sm−1 + · · · + b0
,
=
Q(s)
sn + an−1 sn−1 + · · · + a0

(1)

where deg P (s) = m, deg Q(s) = n, and m < n.
The problem of implementing sliding modes for such
objects has been discussed in several papers [13–15]. It
was pointed out there that due to the differentiable features of the object, the sliding mode could not be implemented by the control suffering from break, which is characteristic of variable structure systems. To overcome this
problem, the control break signal can be passed through
the first-order low-pass filter cascade [16]. The second approach is to divide the starting system, given by the model
in the controllable canonical form
ẋ = Ax + bu , x ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rm ,
y = hx ,

(2)

xl = Rxn−l + Ry y l ,

(7)

where xn−l = (x1 , . . . , xn−l ), y l = (y1 , . . . , yl )⊤ , and the
constant matrices R and Ry are defined as the result of
solving the system of l equations of (4) with respect to
xl . By substituting the system (5) for last l equations in
(2) and linear functions (7) for xl in all the equations, we
finally obtain equations describing the system behaviour
in the state space xn−l , y l
ẋn−l = An−l xn−l + Dy l + bn−l u ,
ẏi = yi+1 , i = 1, . . . , l − 1 ,

(8)

ẏl = rn−l xn−l + dl y l + h0 Al−1 bu ,
where An−l , D , bn−l , rn−l and dl are constant matrices,
vector and rows of corresponding dimensionality. The last
equation provides the form suitable for the sliding mode
controller design.
The most common sliding mode control structure is
chosen as
u(t) = ufed(t) + udis (t) ,
(9)
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Fig. 1. Adjustable Müntz-Legendre almost orthogonal model

where ufed(t) is a stable feedback control law, usually the
nominal equivalent control [18], and udis (t) is a discontinuous or switching component. The main goal of equivalent control method is to keep the system trajectory on
sliding surface, while second term in (9) ensures a system
state to hit a sliding surface from any initial point.
Having in mind the fact that sliding motion is now
induced in an l -dimensional subspace on the plane
s = cy l = 0 ,

(10)

where c = (c1 , . . . , cl−1 , 1). We can obtain the equivalent
control from the equation
ṡ =

l−1
X

that they are very useful tool for modelling [12], control
of dynamical systems [10], and approximation of signals
[11]. Also, these filters can be used for sensitivity analysis
of continuous systems [21].
In these papers, almost orthogonal filters contain a
measure of imperfection labelled as ε (constant close to
zero), which describes cumulative impacts of all imperfect elements [12]. These coefficients can be determined
using several experiments. In [11] we considered new filters, which represent the further improvement of filters
designed in [12], in the sense of simplicity, higher accuracy, lesser approximation time, and even a possibility to
approximate signals generated by systems with built-in
imperfections. These filters can be used for generating of
sequences of functions, approximations, modelling, control and analysis of imperfect systems.
In this paper, we use improved adjustable almost orthogonal filter of Müntz-Legendre type [11] shown in
Fig. 1 for the purpose of the modelling of dynamical system, as a first step in designing the adequate control.
As already proven in [11], this filter generates orthog(δ)
onal signals ϕi (t) suitable for various applications in
analysis and synthesis of technical systems. First, we define almost orthogonal Müntz-Legendre polynomials
Pn(δ) (x) =

n
X

Aδn,i xi ,

(14)

i=0

ci yi+1 + rn−l xn−l + dl y l + h0 Al−1 bu = 0, (11)

i=1

ueq (t) = ufed(t) =
− (h0 Al−1 b)−1

l−1
X
i=1


ci yi+1 + rn−l xn−l + dl y l . (12)

The discontinuous part in control law (9) usually depends on the control problem. In the case of regulator
type controller, it can be chosen as scaled relay structure
udis (t) = −ρ sgn(s) ,

(13)

where ρ is parameter chosen to satisfy the reaching and
existence conditions of sliding mode.
In order to improve the existing sliding mode control,
we can use orthogonal models, obtained using the orthogonal filters, described in the following section. In such a
way, we can linearize any given system in its working areas with high percentage of accuracy, which is of great
importance for controller design. Next step is to develop
sliding mode controller for each working area.
3 ORTHOGONAL MODELS

In our previous work, we have developed orthogonal
filters [20], almost orthogonal filters [19], and improved
almost orthogonal filters [11]. Moreover, we have proved

where δ is a constant little above one: δ = 1 + ε ≈ 1 .
Parameter δ is uncertain quantity, which describes imperfection of the system and it is introduced to facilitate
the practical realization of filter. Variations of δ contain
cumulative impacts of all imperfect elements, model uncertainties, and measurement noise on the system output.
Range of variations can be determined by conducting several experiments. Hence, it is expected that responses obtained from different experiments are mutually different.
The responses are in certain boundaries, which depend on
parameter δ , ie, on the real system components quality,
or the noise level present in signal.
After applying the substitution x = e−t to (14) and
Laplace transform, we obtain transfer function suitable
for designing almost orthogonal filters
Qn−1
(s − pi δ)
Wn(δ) (s) = Qi=1
=
n
i=1 (s + pi )

(s − p1 δ)(s − p2 δ) . . . (s − pn−1 δ)
. (15)
(s + p1 )(s + p2 ) . . . (s + pn )

The transfer function (15) is also very convenient for
practical realization [10, 11]. The complete mathematical
background is given in [11]. The following approximation
is used to obtain the model of an arbitrary dynamical
system
n
X
(δ)
(16)
ci ϕi (t) ,
yM (t) ≈
i=0
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Table 1. Parameters of the linearized system for different working
areas

model
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

braking
applied
force
b1
b0
a1
a0
value
range
0.20–0.21 0.205 0.487 38.546 64.631 935.329
0.21–0.22 0.215 0.138 73.974 92.113 1409.402
0.22–0.23 0.225 0.704 17.922 31.129 242.056
0.23–0.24 0.235 0.859 21.865 40.301 180.211
0.24–0.25 0.245 0.997 11.773 19.013
77.423
0.25–0.26 0.255 0.612 32.414 52.532 192.221
0.26–0.27 0.265 0.387 44.781 38.631 247.572
0.27–0.28 0.275 0.293 63.215 44.615 288.311
0.28–0.29 0.285 0.385 51.552 37.399 177.881
0.29–0.30 0.295 0.611 89.925 68.212 268.331
0.30–0.31 0.305 0.544 93.616 66.518 273.144
0.31–0.32 0.315 0.277 48.355 27.111 132.473
0.32–0.33 0.325 0.305 52.719 28.841 142.818
0.33–0.34 0.335 0.382 59.616 30.217 153.151
0.34–0.35 0.345 0.518 74.126 37.652 187.116
0.35–0.36 0.355 0.596 84.853 44.282 198.173
0.36–0.37 0.365 0.635 95.751 52.113 210.220
0.37–0.38 0.375 0.655 103.884 53.249 219.690
0.38–0.39 0.385 0.518 99.414 52.122 195.301
0.39–0.40 0.395 0.855 35.227 18.744
66.366

(δ)

where ϕi (t) represent Müntz-Legendre type almost orthogonal functions generated by almost orthogonal filter
shown in Fig. 1.
During the modelling of concrete unknown system,
parameters ci should be adjusted in such a way that
the model in Fig. 1 corresponds to the unknown system
as exactly as possible. The process of modelling begins
with applying the same input signal to both the unknown
system and the adjustable model in Fig. 1. Next, the
difference of system and model outputs is formed as well
as mean square error
J=

1
T

Z

0

T

yS − yM

2

dt ,

(17)

where yS and yM are system and model outputs, respectively. Parameters ci are being adjusted until the minimization of the function (17) is achieved, ie, as long as
necessary to obtain the best model of unknown system in
the sense of mean square error. The complete process of
modelling is given in [11, 12].
4 ANTI–LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM

Theoretical algorithm developed in this paper is verified on a case study of an anti-lock braking system (ABS).
ABS is an electronic device, situated inside the vehicle
control panel, which is activated when the possibility of
blocking wheel is met. The main idea is that, during suddenly braking, the wheels do not block completely. The
coefficient which characterizes the adhesion between the
wheels and the road surface is known as road adhesion
coefficient µ. It is defined as the proportion between the

friction force and the normal load of the vehicle. This coefficient is in nonlinear dependence on the wheel slip λ,
defined as the relative speed difference between the wheel
and vehicle. Most of the controllers are designed to regulate wheel slip on the pre-set level, in desired range, so
that the road adhesion coefficient has its maximal value
for that level of wheel slip.
The ABS experimental setup [22] consists of two
wheels which are permanently in rolling contact. While
the upper wheel is equipped with a tire, representing
the vehicle wheel, the lower one, representing the relative road motion, has smooth surface. The upper wheel is
also equipped with the disk brake system connected via
hydraulic coupling to the brake lever which by the tight
side and tightening pulley is driven by the small dc motor. The lower wheel is coupled to the big flat dc motor
whose task is to accelerate the wheel. During the braking
phase its power supply is switched off.
The steel cord causes strong nonlinearity and limitation of control input signal on 50 % of its maximum nominal value. The main system nonlinearity is reflected in
complex braking dynamic characteristics. Besides that,
the system parameters vary, and many external disturbances cannot be predicted in advance. That is why sliding mode control (SMC) method seems to be the right
choice in the control of ABS.
5 CASE STUDY

Application of orthogonal functions in ABS control is
based on linearization of the system in the working areas.
These simplified models don’t represent full complexity
of the real system but they determine system dynamics in specific conditions adequately enough. Paper [23]
demonstrates that ABS simplified linearized model can
be represented with the following transfer function (input – applied braking force, output – wheel slip)
W (s) =

b1 s + b0
,
s2 + a1 s + a0

(18)

where b1 and b0 depend on parameter δ .
The idea proposed in this paper is to record responses
of the system (values of wheel slip λ) in different working areas, for various levels of applied control (braking
force) evenly selected from the domain of possible values
[24]. Based on these responses we can linearize system in
the given areas using orthogonal polynomials, as already
described in Section 3. For this case, we use improved adjustable almost orthogonal filter of Müntz-Legendre type
shown in Fig. 1 with two sections, which results in the desired form of transfer function (18). The obtained results
after modelling are shown in Table 1.
As we can see from Table 1, we divided the whole working range of braking force into twenty subareas with step
of 0.01 (column – braking force range). For the purpose
of modelling, as input we used the average of each range
(column – applied value). The parameters of filters for
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model
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Fig. 2. Simple relay control

Fig. 3. Orthogonal sliding mode control

Table 2. Parameters of filter

In order to design controller using the proposed method,
the transfer function (18) must be converted into modified
controllable canonical form (8). After applying procedure,
described in Section 2, we obtain the following state space
model of ABS

p1

p2

c0

c1

c2

42.754
72.736
16.009
35.177
13.106
3.957
30.519
36.775
31.806
64.021
62.121
20.716
22.491
23.775
31.761
39.231
47.706
48.742
48.058
14.005

21.877
19.377
15.121
5.123
5.907
48.573
8.112
7.841
5.593
4.191
4.397
6.395
6.350
6.442
5.891
5.051
4.406
4.507
4.064
4.738

0.000003
0.000001
0.000021
0.000017
0.000015
0.000007
0.0000025
0.0000122
0.000035
0.000016
0.000025
0.000011
0.000014
0.000017
0.000012
0.000011
0.000011
0.000015
0.000012
0.000018

1.115
0.911
0.937
1.291
1.306
0.657
1.463
1.655
1.703
1.888
1.912
1.991
2.062
2.269
2.401
2.439
2.417
2.546
2.380
2.514

−0.628
−0.772
−0.233
−0.432
−0.309
−0.045
−1.076
−1.362
−1.318
−1.279
−1.368
−1.714
−1.757
−1.887
−1.883
−1.843
−1.782
−1.891
−1.862
−1.659

ẋ1 = d11 x1 + d12 x2 + ku ,
ẋ2 = d21 x1 + d22 x2 ,

(19)

y = x1 ,
b 0 − a1 b 1
,
d12 = −b1 , k = b1 ,
b1
a0 + (b0 /b1 )d11
b0
, d22 = − .
=
b1
b1

d11 =
d21

(20)

For a given form of the system (19) and using (9), the
sliding mode control can be designed in the following form
u=−


d11 x1
+ α sgn xref
1 − x1 ,
k

(21)

where x1 represents the current slip value λ, with λref
chosen to be 0.2 [25]. Parameter α is chosen in accordance
with reaching and existence conditions of sliding mode.

Table 3. Comparative analysis of different control methods

Control method
Tz
E
N
J
Relay control
3.32 14.6764 44 4.9370
SMC based on
0.95 8.3871 135 3.3181
orthogonal model

δ = 1.002837 are given in Table 2. Also, it can be noticed
that parameter c0 in Table 2 is very close to zero, so it
can be neglected.
Now, for each linearized model we should design the
appropriate sliding mode controller. The switching between controllers depends on the input signal (braking
force) and it can be performed using program code or
already developed tools in Matlab.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the purpose of comparison, we performed experiment with relay controller, given as a demo with the rest
of manufacture (Inteco) software, and results are compared with those obtained by proposed sliding mode control using the almost orthogonal filter. The experimental
results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
In Table 3, we use three parameters as relevant for
evaluation of the quality of both controllers. The first
parameter is Tz and it represents stopping time, ie duration from the beginning of the braking process to a
complete halt of the vehicle. The second parameter is
the mean squared error, which is calculated by the for2
RT
mula E = 0 z λ − λref dt. The third parameter is N
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Fig. 4. Dependence of performance index and controller complexity

– the total number of changes in levels of control during
the braking process reflecting wear of ABS system during
working. It is obviously desirable for each of the control
methods that all three parameters are as low as possible.
Using the orthogonal models with the sliding mode
control improves performance of controlled system significantly. This can be best seen if we introduce a comprehensive performance index (J in Table 3), which combines all
three, described above, relevant parameters for the analysis of the quality of designed controllers. This index is
obtained by a simple formula: J = 2k1 Tz + k2 E + k3 N
where the coefficients k1 , k2 , and k3 can be adjusted to
emphasize the importance of each of the three relevant
parameters on the overall performance index. The values in column J of Table 3, were obtained by selecting
k1 = 0.4684 , k2 = 0.0867 and k3 = 0.0126 . These coefficients provide the normalization of the parameters with
highlighting the importance of the stopping time of vehicles (the most important parameter for safety) by doubling the normalized values. The obtained values of the
index confirm the quality of the performance of designed
sliding mode control based on orthogonal models.
In the end, in Fig. 4 it is shown how the number of linearized models affects effectiveness of the proposed control method. As it can be seen, as the number of models increases the comprehensive performance index J decreases, ie, the more sophisticated partitioning of working
area implicates the better matching between linearized
model and real system in the given area. However, we
must always have in mind that better performance effects controller complexity and cost so our control algorithm should be employed only with more complicated
processes when high controller complexity is justified and
motivated, for example, by the human safety, like in our
case.
7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a new approach to the
sliding mode control. Our control method is based on
linearized models obtained using almost orthogonal filters
of Müntz-Legendre type. These filters can be used for

the modelling, identification, simulation, and analysis of
different dynamical systems as well as for the designing
of adaptive systems.
First, the mathematical background of sliding mode
control based on modified controllable canonical form is
given briefly. Then, in order to improve the existing sliding mode control, we used orthogonal models, obtained
using orthogonal filters. In such a way, we can linearize
any given system in its working areas with high percentage of accuracy, which is of great importance for controller
design. After that, we developed sliding mode controller
for each working area and the switching between control
laws only depends on input signal.
In order to verify the proposed control approach, we
applied it on an anti-lock braking system, characterized
by strong nonlinear nature. The obtained results of the
new design methodology have been compared with a classical relay controller and it has been shown that the proposed method has improved the system performances in
terms of a smaller stopping time ie the braking distance
is significantly reduced, and lower tracking error. Finally,
it is shown that higher number of models provides better
control features, of course with the price of higher complexity and cost of designed controller.
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